
Mr. Green’s Illustrated Timeline Rubric 

Category Excellent Good Needs Improvement  Poor Effort 
Title The timeline has a 

creative title that 
accurately describes 
the material and is 
easy to locate. (4 pts.) 

The timeline has an 
effective title that 
accurately describes 
the material and is 
easy to locate. (3 
pts.) 

The timeline has a 
title that is easy to 
locate. (2 pts.) 

The title is missing 
or difficult to locate. 
(1 pt.) 

Information Information was 
accurate and complete 
for all events reported 
on the timeline. (4 
pts.) 

Information was 
accurate for almost 
all events reported 
on the timeline. (3 
pts.) 

Information was 
accurate for most 
(~75% ) of the 
events reported on 
the timeline. (2 pts.) 

Information was 
often inaccurate for 
events reported on 
the timeline. (1 pts.) 

Illustrations/Graphics All graphics effectively 
illustrated the 
importance of the 
events and were 
balanced with text use. 
(4 pts.) 

All graphics are 
effective, but there 
appear to be too few 
or too many. (3 pts.) 

Some graphics are 
effective and their 
use is balanced with 
text use. (2 pts.) 

Several graphics are 
not effective. (1 pt.) 

Style and 
Organization 

The timeline was set up 
correctly to cover the 
relevant time period 
and balanced. Events 
appear in chronological 
order. (4 pts.) 

There was one 
obvious problem with 
the organization of 
the timeline. (3 pts.) 

There were a couple 
of problems with the 
setup of this 
timeline. (2 pts.) 

Your setup looks 
rushed; there are 
several problems 
with its organization. 
(1 pt.) 

Dates and Titles An accurate, complete 
date and event title 
have been included for 
each event. (4 pts.) 

An accurate, 
complete date has 
been included for 
almost every event. 
(3 pts.) 

An accurate date has 
been included for 
almost every event. 
(2 pts.) 

Dates are inaccurate 
or missing for 
several events. (1 
pt.) 

Neatness Your timeline is neat 
and bold and can be 
easily read. (4 pts.) 

Most of you timeline 
is legible. (3 pts.) 

There are some 
portions of your 
timeline that are 
difficult to read. (2 
pts.) 

It was a struggle to 
read and understand 
this timeline. (1 pt.) 


